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TOP 10 TIPSTERS FEBRUARY 2018 
CLICK HERE FOR A LIVE INTERACTIVE LEAGUE TABLE

TODAY’S FREE SPORTS BETTING TIPS… 
Racing Goldmine

Win Bet - 19:25 Wolverhampton (A.W) - Critical Thinking @ 3/1


On The Nod

Win Bet - 16:00 Chelmsford (A.W) - Excellent George @ 5/2


Early Odds

Win Bet - 15:00 Chelmsford (A.W) - La Fortuna @ 6/1
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Congratulations on your discovery of ZapTips a Sport and Betting experience like no 
other. It’s your ultimate sports betting buddy, it’s 100% FREE and it’s accessible by 
anyone with a smartphone!


Let’s Get Started… 

STEP 1 - Download the free “ZAPPAR APP” at the link below. It’s available on both iOS 
and Android.


https://www.zappar.com/getzappar  

STEP 2 - Print this page and cut out the ZapTips logo. Place the logo on your desk or 
anywhere else you want your daily news and tips to materialise.


STEP 3 - Open the ZAPPAR App on your smartphone and ZAP the ZapTips Logo from 
11:30 am each day to interact.


STEP 4 - Subscribe to our Free ZapTips Newsletter http://betfan.com/zaptips for 
EXCLUSIVE free offers and updates.

https://www.zappar.com/getzappar
http://betfan.com/zaptips
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The Westwood And Mickelson Double Pays 699/1! - By 
Ian Hudson


The vast majority of professional golf tournaments are in the form of 72 holes of 
stroke play over four days. There is an odd matchplay event and even a Stableford 
type tournament on the US PGA Tour but generally the winner is the player that takes 
the fewest shots over four rounds. The ISPS Handa World Super Six is the Twenty20 
version of golf. There is so little form in the format to consider that finding the winner 
is tough. Bookmakers go 25/1 the field which shows even they are confused. The 
Pebble Beach Pro-Am on the PGA Tour is also a bit different.  


The Super Six concept was introduced to the European Tour last year. The event was 
played on the Lake Karryinyup course in Perth, Australia course that is again being 
used this week. The winner was Brett Rumford which means he has the best form in 
the event and is Australian so in theory is playing at home. Golfers by nature are 
conservative and like routine and discipline so those that can adapt are leading 
contenders. Lee Westwood is as easy-going as they come and his attitude will be 
invaluable this week.   


Westwood is a former world number one, is a regular in the Ryder Cup and the only 
player to finish in the top three of all four majors without winning one. He is the joint 
favourite with players who are not good enough to clean his golf shoes but needs 
must. Westwood would beat this field with his eyes shut and one hand tied behind his 
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back in his pomp. It’s a long journey to Australia from his home in the UK and the 
prize money is not brilliant this week. 


Westwood is playing for the 25th season on the European tour and is a 23-time 
winner. He has won the Order of Merit twice and represented Europe in seven Ryder 
Cups. Westwood is the same price in the betting as Jason Srivener, Kiradech 
Aphibarnrat and Ryan Fox. Honest solid pros no doubt but not in the same parish as 
Westwood in terms of class and achievements. The format could be a leveller but if 
the cream rises to the top Westwood wins.


There are 54 holes of stroke play followed by two rounds of matchplay over six holes 
for the leading 24 players. There will be a sudden-death playoff to reduce the 
qualifiers for the knockout stages to 24. Over six holes it’s about playing aggressively 
from the start as there are no bedding in holes. You don’t want to be two down after 
two holes as that could be insurmountable over the remaining four holes. Westwood 
is proven in both forms of the game and is tipped this week.   


The Pebble Beach Pro-Am combines professional players with amateurs. Rounds can 
take up to six hours and weather is often a factor. The event is being played over 
three courses on the Pacific Ocean coast in California. One of the first three rounds 
and the final round are played on the Pebble Beach Links which has hosted US 
Opens. The courses are not set up so that the amateurs can cope so this is still a 
genuine tournament that awards playing privileges to the winner. Phil Mickelson could 
win his fifth Pebble Beach Pro-Am.


A rare pro-am format calls for a relaxed temperament possessed by Mickelson. Some 
of the amateurs will be hacking around the course and may not be totally up to speed 
with tournament etiquette. Westwood and Mickelson have been around for ages and 
experience can be a big factor this week in which the veterans can double up on the 
European and PGA tours and that bet comes in at 699/1.  


Today’s Sports Betting Preview - By Rick Elliott


Tottenham Should Have A Stroll At Wembley  

The outright betting for the FA Cup is now taking a predictable shape because the 
four shortest priced teams are superpowers of English football. Arsenal and Liverpool 
have fallen by the wayside but it's now about 1/20 that one of the other big four are 
running round Wembley with the FA Cup after the final in May. 


There are often shocks and giant killings in the early rounds but since the start of the 
Premier League era the average league position of the winners of the Cup is fourth. 
No team from outside the top division has won the competition since the Premier 
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League began. If there is a decent bet on an outsider to prevail this season it’s 
LEICESTER at 12/1 with Ladbrokes.  


The gulf in class between teams from the top division and opponents from further 
down the hierarchy was there for all to see in Swansea’s 8-1 win over Notts County in 
the fourth round replay. A similar winning margin is unlikely when Newport play 
Tottenham at Wembley tonight but an upset is not on the cards.  


Tottenham have only conceded in one of their last seven wins which means when 
they score goals at one end to secure wins they are tight at the back. Newport have 
not kept a clean sheet in 10 outings so Tottenham should find the net tonight. They 
won’t do a Swansea and win by seven goals but can cover the 2 goal handicap at 
7/10 with Coral. 


A Good Opportunity For A Winning Favourite 

The turf jumps meetings at Ludlow and Fakenham have been lost to the elements so 
there is only All-Weather racing in Britain today, at Chelmsford and Wolverhampton. 
There is very little quality on show and it's mainly low class handicaps. The Betway 
Casino Handicap at Wolverhampton (5.25pm) is a good opportunity for a winning 
favourite. WILLYEGOLASSIEGO has not been out of the first two in six starts and has 
won two races over the course and distance so looks the banker bet on a poor day 
for racing at 11/8 with William Hill.
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